
 

 

KNND Public Interest Programming quarter 4 2018 

1. Wednesday October 10, Public Health Lane County Suicide prevention coordinator Rodger Brubaker 

Beeper Call In talk Show hosted by Cameron Reiten 9-10 AM. 

   Mr. Brubaker came on the beeper show in response to a request from host Cameron Reiten to discuss 

a recently released report regarding suicides in Lane County. The report contained some alarming 

statistics including the fact that Lane county had a suicide rate 50 percent higher than the national 

average. Also, 1 quarter of all suicides during the time interval measured by the report was veterans. 

   Mr. Brubaker discussed the reasons the report had been developed, and the means by which the data 

had been gathered. 

   Mr. Brubaker detailed some of the next steps his department planned to take to begin reducing 

suicide rates. Among those steps would be educating the general public about what to look for and how 

to react if a friend or relative is thought to be considering suicide. 

   In response to questions posed by callers, Mr. Brubaker gave some specifics contained in the report 

and information pertaining to suicide prevention resources. 

 

Friday October 19, Fire Safety, South Lane Fire Marshal Danny Solsebee, Beeper Call In Talk show, 

hosted by Cameron Reiten 9-10 AM. 

   With October being national fire prevention month, the fire marshal will sent by Chief John Wooten to 

discuss fire safety. 

   Mr. Solsebee discussed some statistics about house fires, and how best to prevent them. 

   With holiday season approaching, cooking and decoration caused fires were talked about at some 

length. We also detailed the proper use of extension chords and electric heaters. In response to 

inquiries from callers, Solsebee discussed wood heating stoves. 

   Also discussed, was the proper placement of smoke alarms as well as when they should be tested. Fire 

extinguishers were also discussed at length. 

 

3. Monday October 22, City Administration, City Manager Richard Meyers Beeper Call in show, Hosted 

by Cameron Reiten 9-10 AM. 

   City Manager Meyers began the program by discussing an item on the city council agenda that evening 

that quickly garnered much interest from listeners. The agenda item concerned the proposed purchase 

of a large swath of land to expand the existing industrial park on the south end of Cottage Grove. The 

purchase of the property would also permit the city to expand R. Street and eventually connect it with 

Hwy 99. 



 

 

   Callers raised questions about the advisability of extending R. street. In response, Meyers brought up 

the fact that extension of the street was included in a long range plan developed by the city over two 

decades ago. 

   The history of the industrial park was discussed at some length as Meyers attempted to justify the 

city's purchase of property. The portion of the land not used to extend R. street would be subdivided 

into smaller lots that would be sold to businesses looking to build new buildings. 

   Because of the extremely high level of interest in the land purchase, the issue was discussed for much 

of the hour. The remainder was spent answering other questions posed by callers, and briefly talking 

about other agenda items for the upcoming meeting. 

 

4. Wednesday October 24, public safety Lane County Sheriffs Sargeants Ryan Lane and Dj Mann, Beeper 

Call In Show hosted by Cameron Reiten 9-10 AM. 

   The sergeants were in studio to discuss the functions of the police services portion of the sheriff's 

office. Police services entails what is known as main office patrol, detectives and more. 

   For many years, county residents had been concerned about the lack of rural patrols. At one time the 

county was not able to field 24 hour rural patrols because of budget shortfalls. The situation has 

improved somewhat in the last couple of years, however the county still suffers from a shortage of 

officers. Sergeants Lane and Mann mentioned that 25 officers cover rural Lane County. This means that 

with days off, court time, illnesses etc, the county might be covered by two or three deputies. On duty 

deputies would often be forced to answer the most critical calls for service while lesser matters might go 

unattended. As an alternative, self report forms might be sent to residents who had, for example, been 

victims of burglars. 

   Deputies serving in the detective division are in a similar position to that of their patrol counterparts. 

At the time of this broadcast, the county had 4 detectives. This meant that serious cases, such as child 

abuse, rape, robbery, assault  and murders garner attention of the investigators, while crimes not 

involving injuries or death are forced to the bottom of the priority list. Frequently, detectives would be 

called in from home in the department was called on to investigate a serious crime. 

   In response to a question from a caller, Man and Lane discussed the backlog of rape kits that had yet 

to be tested for DNA matches. It was explained that Lane County does not test its own rape kits. Those 

rape kits were all sent to the Oregon State police crime lab. 

   Another caller asked Man and Lane to describe in some detail the processing of dead bodies following 

automobile accidents. 

 



 

 

5. Wednesday Nov 14, Animal Welfare, Lane County services senior welfare Officer Bernard Perkins, 9-

10 AM. Beeper Call in show hosted by Cameron Reiten 

   In response to a request from the local Humane Society, show host Cameron Reiten asked Lane County 

to schedule an appearance from Lane County Animal services. Perkins described his role with Lcas as 

well as the overall workings of the department. 

   Perkins discussed what is and what isn't considered animal neglect and abuse under applicable state 

and local laws. Perkins explained that contrary to popular perception, he does not spend the majority of 

his work day rescuing cats and dogs. As his territory is the unincorporated areas of lane county, much of 

his time is spent dealing with complaints about larger animals such as horses. Perkins told listeners that 

his initial approach is not to be punitive, but rather to find solutions to the problems animal owners 

face, so as to improve conditions for the animals. If owners do not take appropriate steps to improve 

conditions, the animals may be seized and owners could face criminal penalties. 

   In response to inquiries from callers, Perkins explained that he rarely works inside cities. Issues such as 

an elderly person with an overabundance of dogs and cats, or animals being left in a hot vehicle are 

handled by local officials in cooperation with vets and shelters when they happen inside cities. Other 

questions from callers concerned subjects such as leash laws and euthanasia. 

 

6. Wednesday December 26, criminal justice, lane County Sheriff's Deputy Eric Burch, Beeper Call in 

show Hosted by Cameron Reiten 9-10 AM. 

   Deputy Burch came on the air to discuss his role as an offender supervisor at the Community 

Corrections Center. The CCC serves as an alternative to incarceration at the nearby county jail. The 

program is made available to certain low risk nonviolent offenders. The CCC offers an inmate a 

structured environment in which to live while they search for employment. Offenders must either be 

employed, or taking steps to become employed in order to stay in the program. Burch explained that a 

CCC slot is highly sought after, because even though offenders movements are highly restricted and 

monitored, residency there is desired over a bed in the jail, plus, offenders have an opportunity to 

become productive members of society. 

   Burch went over the daily schedule for the CCC, and discussed various ways offenders could be 

assisted in finding jobs. He explained that most job searches are now conducted by computer instead of 

physically going from business to business. To help accommodate this shift, offenders now are 

permitted to have and to use smart phones. Previously CCC residents were allowed only basic phones 

for security reasons. 

   Burch explained that with the rebounding economy, offenders are now often able to find jobs in hours 

or days as opposed to weeks, as had been the case during the great recession. Burch said that even 

though one's status as a convict could be a barrier to securing employment, he and the other Ccc 



 

 

supervisors instruct offenders to be up front about their situation. In fact, Burch mentioned that a few 

local employers and temp agencies frequently contact the CCC when they need workers. 

 

Other topics included, what an offender pays for rent while at the ccc, passes to visit friends and 

families, facility capacity, and success stories. 

 

7. Thursday December 13, Public Education Halie Ketcher principal of Kennedy High school Beeper Call 

in talk show hosted by Cameron Reiten 9-10 AM. 

   Ms. Ketcher explained that the purpose of Kennedy High School is to provide an alternative for 

students that for a variety of reasons, struggled with the traditional high school model. It was 

mentioned that the widely held perception of Kennedy students was that they attended the so called 

alternative school because their misbehavior could not be dealt with at the regular school. Ms. Ketcher 

stressed that many students who attend her school were not there because they posed disciplinary 

problems, but had fallen behind in credits. She explained how the Kennedy model provides more 

individualized hands on instruction to students than was available in the traditional school. 

   Ketcher discussed the recent move from a collection of modular class rooms at the old Taylor street 

High School sight, to the campus of Delight Valley Elementary. Ketcher explained how the move greatly 

enhanced student programs and provided cafeteria space which was not available at the old sight. 

   Ms. Ketcher talked the daily schedules for students at the school. Along with subjects such as sciences 

English and math, she described how core concepts were taught using hands on projects in areas such 

as green technology. 

   Other topics included, ged programs, online course offerings, and how students often come to be 

enrolled in the school. Other miscellaneous questions posed by callers were also answered. 


